From the physical three-vector Maxwell equations for an electromagnetic (E.M.) Geld in static gravitation, we examine the artifice of replacing the gravitation by an equivalent medium and we find modified Debye potentials for an E.M. wave in a simple, angularly homogeneous, material medium in a Schwarzschild gravitational Geld. The fact that these potentials do not obey the generalized scalar wave equation implies that gravitation scatters the vector E.M. wave and a scalar wave differently. Also, we obtain and solve by perturbation the amplitude and eikonal equations for a high-frequency wave in a weak spherical gravitational Geld. To the order cV/r, the state of transverse polarization does not change along a ray path whereas the transverse-field amplitudes are modihed by the factor equi~' which strengthens the Geld near the mass. The longitudinal-Geld amplitude, on the other hand, is modified by e™. These effects, in principle, may provide a further test of classical E.M. theory and general relativity.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
'HE bending of light and electromagnetic (E.M. ) waves by a spherical gravitational 6eld has been known for many years. ' Recently, the delay in traveling time of radar signals, which appears together with the bending as a general-relativistic effect along the path of propagation, has attracted both theoretica12 and experimentaP interest. The underlying methods of analysis have made use of the photon null geodesics, or an "equivalent" index of refraction to account for the geometrical-optics effect due to gravitation.
However, except for some static problems, the dynamic gravitational inQuence on the amplitude and polarization of an E.M. wave has not been treated before, nor have the Debye potentials of such waves been found. 4 Furthermore, the concept of replacing gravity by an "equivalent medium" was not clear. ' These problems are investigated here.
In Sec To get the gravitational inQuence on the field amplitude, we simply insert into (12) the 3-dimensional phase information obtained from (13) and integrate along a ray path. Also, the presence of a simple material medium with very slowly changing p and e adds only a trivial factor pe to the right-hand side of (13) (12) and (13) 
We notice that from standard geometrical optics, " (13') leads to the typical bending-ray paths r'sin8 = -2Mr'/a' +a'(1+2M/a') and the phase velocity (1+4M/r') '~' along the ray. This immediately gives the familiar light deflection' M=4M/a' and the radar traveling-time delay. ' Here r'=a', 8=-, '~i s the point of closest approach, where dr'/d8=0. Also, the gravitational red shift is revealed by writing the proper frequency from the factor e -'"'. Now, the first-order M/r' perturbation solution of (13') for a s'-propagating unperturbed incident plane wave is C =~Ps'+2M in(r'+s')+2Mg(x', y')$. (14) Imposing the boundary condition that C at s'= -represents a s'-propagating incident plane wave, we determine g(x', y') and get 2' (1) Radial propagation, b'=0. Equation (17) (Fig. 1) . In this {x*, y*,s*}, with its corresponding P described by x*= 2Mr'/a-'+ a'(1+2M/a'), 
C. Concluding Remarks
Above we have investigated high-frequency planewave propagation. For a real transmitting antenna located in a gravi. tational field, we infer that a similar factor e~l"' of gravitational perturbation modifies its high-frequency radiation field. Also because such an amplitude effect is not cumulative over the whole path p, as bending is, only receivers and transmitters at different radii can detect it. The maximum of this effect is bf=+f, (M/a') for a link from r'=a' to r'&ri'.
To measure such a small effect one needs in the first place highly sensitive receivers and transmitters. Also, for the round-trip amplitude effect not to cancel under the active-radar-transponding method, " we could make the spacecraft near closest approach to a star r'=u' transpond a signal inversely proportional to its received value. Then the earth station would receive twice the gravitational correction h f /f, = 2M/a' to the amplitude or 8P"/P"=4M/a' to the power. For example, the 210-ft antenna at Goldstone, Calif. , can intercept P"~10 "P& from such a transponder with power Pf, , beam width 0.5', at 1 AU from earth and 1 solar radius from the sun; then ()P,/P"10 ' or 8P"10 "P, is the received power correction due to gravitation. It requires more than six-digits receiving-power precision at -240 db from the transponding power. 
